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Sample reports and more on companion Web site
Create simple or sophisticated reports, add elements, format, and deliver them     

What good is all that data you’re keeping if you can’t put it in a form that means something? This handy guide gets you going with Crystal Reports 10 and its exciting enterprise enhancements. Let your data out of the database and turn it into interactive reports that tell you, and others, what’s happening in your business.     

The Dummies Way     

	Explanations in plain English
	"Get in, get out" information
	Icons and other navigational aids
	Tear-out cheat sheet
	Top ten lists
	A dash of humor and fun


Discover how to:     

	Create and print a simple report
	Design reports to meet specific needs
	Sort, group, and total result sets
	Develop and update OLAP reports
	Integrate Crystal Reports with Crystal Enterprise® and Crystal Analysis®


About the Author

Allen G. Taylor teaches database development at a leading online education company and electrical engineering at Portland State University. He has authored twenty books, including SQL® For Dummies.
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Beginning GIMP: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2009
From first installation to advanced image manipulation techniques, Beginning GIMP: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition explains how anyone can utilize The GIMP: a free, open source image manipulation program. You will learn how to install The GIMP on Windows, Linux, and MacOS X platforms. Once you’ve installed the...
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Infrastructure Monitoring with Amazon CloudWatch: Effectively monitor your AWS infrastructure to optimize resource allocation, detect anomalies, and set automated actionsPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Explore real-world examples of issues with systems and find ways to resolve them using Amazon CloudWatch as a monitoring service

	
		Key Features

		
			Become well-versed with monitoring fundamentals such as understanding the building blocks and architecture of networking
	
			Learn how...
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The Flash MX ProjectNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Learn Macromedia Flash MX from the absolute beginning through The Flash MX Project. This book begins with web project  management concerns and challenges as well as Web design considerations and  concepts, and then quickly progresses through beginning and intermediate Flash  MX skills. The...
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Rehabilitation Therapeutics of the Neurological Training: Daoyin Technique in Chinese MedicineSpringer, 2018

	
		This book introduces the Neurological Training and Educating Technical System (NTETS), providing readers with a useful tool for the recovery of motor function after incurring CNS lesions. NTETS is based on the essential theories of Chinese medicine, central nervous system plasticity and motor function, using the six-step Chinese...
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Arduino Robot BonanzaMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.


	Create high-tech walking, talking, and thinking robots


	"McComb hasn’t missed a beat. It’s an absolute...
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Computational Intelligence in Optimization: Applications and Implementations (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2010

	Optimization is an integral part to science and engineering. Most real-world applications involve complex optimization processes, which are difficult to solve without advanced computational tools. With the increasing challenges of fulfilling optimization goals of current applications there is a strong drive to advance the development of...
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